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Dyson’s conjecture, already proved by Gunson, Wilson and Good, is given a direct com- 
binatorial proof. 
We are going to give a combinatorial proof of 
[Z). The CCVlStUnt term Of n,&i+jcn (1 - XJXj)+ iS 
This conjecture was proved by Gunson [S], Wilson [IO] and Good [5]. Recently 
Andrews [l] and MacDonald [7] formulated certain generalizations of 
conjecture which are still open. Andrews conjectured a q-analog, and Ma 
raised a conjecture on root systems of simple Lie algebras. 
A related conjecture was raised by Mehta [8] and turned out to follow from a 
result of Selberg [9] which lay dormant for several decades. [7] also 
formulated a generalization of Mebta’s conjecture for Lie gev and 
lberg’s result to prove this conjecture for all the classical Lie 
acDonald did the same for Dyson’s conjecture. 
None of the proofs of n’s conjecture, of which Good’s [5] is particularly 
elegant, seem to generalize. e believe that our proof has a goo 
generalized, because most combinatorial proofs involving bin 
have q-analogs. owever, another i is still neede 
generalization of 
e will prove . yson’s conjecture in t 
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d&x;-‘) = ~,cicisn (q -xi) ad the case n = 3 is equivalent to Dixcn’s identity 
[E p. 2 143. Gessel [4] gave a combinatorial proof of Vandermoilde’s determinant 
entity and Foata [3] gave a combinatorial proof of ixon’s identity. The present 
proof is a joint generalization of these proofs and freely draws from their ideas. 
Before embarking on the proof we must admit that our proof uses Vander- 
.monde’s determinant identity and therefore is purely combinatorial only when 
taken together with Gessel’s proof. 
A tournament is a strictly upper triangular matrix T = (hi)rsi<j<n where each hj 
is either i or i. If hj = i (respectively i) we say that “i beat j” (respectively “I L6~+ U&#&&r 
i”). If we assume that before the tournament started “1” was the best, “2” the 
second,...,“& the worst, then tij = i is certainly a surprise. Let o(T) be the 
number of surprises of T. A tourrament is trmsitive if it induces a clear cut 
ranking of the players; namely, there is a player ~(1) who beat all the rest, a 
player 7r(2j who beat czerybody except v(l), . . . , and a player w(n) who got 
beaten by all. Since t!iere are (2”) games each of which has two outcomes, there are 
2”;’ possible tournarlents, n ! of which are transitive. 
The weight of a tournament T = (tij) is defined as 
(this is a monomial (-l)“(T)~yl l - l x;- where ai is the number of games won by 
“i”). The weight of a transitive tournament corresponding to a permutation w is 
where &r) is rhe number of inversions of T (~(1) won n - 1 games, 7r(2) won 
n - 2 gam.:s, etc.). Now expanding n lsi<jsn (4 - 3) lists the weights of all the 
possible 2”;’ tournaments (each of the (z) terms of the product corresponds to a 
game, if ‘5” won we take 4, if “i” -rNon we take -x1). By the famous Vander- 
onde determinant identity 
(x, - Xj> = det($‘) = (-lg”%$) * . l s;(,,_*). 
nd side of (1) lists the weights of all the ti-ansitive tournaments SO it 
at the weights of the non-transitive tourna 
This implies 
from the ylon - lw4nsitive tountamerts U~EQ 
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N&at is listed by lri<jsn (X$, - XjJ++*‘? NOW every pair of players had Qi t- q 
games and this motivates the definiti f a multi-tournament of type (a,, . . . , tq) 
as a strictly upper triangular matr’ (QjhGi<jGn such that mij is a word of 
length q +a, in {i, j). Let S(a,, . , a,,) be the set of such multi-tournaments of 
weight -~--p-*)at . . . x(,“-‘)%, i.e. = (qi) such that the number of occurrences of 
‘7” in all the m/s is (n - l)q, (i == 1, . . . , n). As before let o( be the number of 
surprises (occurrences of “i” in mij) then it is readily seen that G(a,, . . . , G) of 
the theorem is given by 
G(a,, . . . _ a,) = (-l)a(M! (2) 
Let C(a,, . . . , a,J be the set of words in (1,. . . , n} with al l’s,. . . , a, ds. It is 
well known and easy to see that C(a,, . . . , u,,) has (a, t l . l +K)!/al! l 0 - a,! 
clementq;. Define a mapping q: C(a,, . . . , %) + S(a,, . . . , u.,,) by (g(U))lj = word 
obtained from IJ by ignoring evervthing but the letters i and j. For example _ 
ml2 = 12, ml3 = 133, ml4 = 414 
q (412433) = m23 = 233, m24 = 424 
m34 = 4433 
Let S&a,, . . . , k) = q(C(a,, . . . , q,)) be called the set of good guys and its 
complement in S(q, . . . , a,,) the set of bad guys. Note that J good guy M = <p( II) 
has the property that the matrix of the heads of n/r is a transitive tournament, 
namely the one corresponding to the permutation obtained by taking the n first 
appearances of each of the letters of our alphabet (1, . . . , n} (in the above 
example we get the permutatior: 4123 corresponding to the head tournament 
1 1 
2 
Given a good guy M it is possible to find its origin, namely the word u such that 
)- 
444 = The first letter of t) must appear in yt - 1 places in the tournament of the 
heads of mij, hence must be its winner. Having found it we cross the n - 1 
occurrences of this letter in the heads and look at the remaining multi-tournament 
the winner of whose current heads tournament must be the second letter of o. We 
repeat the process crossing out and looking for the winners, until we com- 
pletely decipher u. at some stage the tournament of heads is non-transitive it 
means that our multi-tournament is bad. 
The winner of the current tourna eads has becan underlined. 
12 133 
VZ.‘., 233 , 
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v=41***, 
v = 412, 
v = 4124, 
v = 41243, 
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v = 412433. 
lows that q is one-one and that there are (a, + l . 9 + a,.,)!/aI! - 9 l a,, ! good 
guys. We now claim that all the good guys have the same number of surprises: 
a2+2a3+. l . + (n - l)q Indeed every letter “i” is placed in n - 1 place** of which 
i - 1 cause surprises. Since there arc: ai Occurrences of ‘7” it contributes (i - l)q 
surprises (i = 2, . . . , n). 
Now by (2) 
G(a,, . . . , a,,) = c (-l)a(M)+ (-l)*(M). 
M good M bad 
(3) 
ut (-l)a’M) = (-l)%+.**+(n-l)an for all the (a, + l l - + %)!/a,! l l l (in! good guys; 
thus 
(%a,, . . . , &) = (-ly*+%+. * ‘+(“-l)%(q +. . . -t_ ,Q/aJ . . . a,! 
+ (- 1)=@% 
d 
ains to show that 
(4’) 
For this purpose we will define an involution q5 from the bad guys onto themselves 
we apply t%e above process for 
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reposition 1. Since a! preserves weight, +9(M) is still in S(a,, . ~ . , a,,) and 
(_ l)cPWW~ = _( _ 1)&f’. Also it is clear that J/(M) is a bad guy and +2 = identity 
since ar 2 - l identity. This completes the proof since there are as many + l’s as -1’s 
in (4). 
If y1= 3 the only non-transitive tournaments are (’ 2) and 
having, oie surprise and the second two surprises. cy is given by 
(2 :) the first 




applying the above process yields 
1223 12 
\ 
at this stage the head tournament, (’ z), is non-transitive and we replace it by 
a(’ 2) = (’ $) getting 
C 
212 1311 . 
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